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Electric Guitar Electronics Guide
Electric Guitar Gear - Understand Electric Guitar Gear Learn How To Master Your Tone On Guitar Have you ever struggled with
understanding all the electric guitar gear that exists today? This book will help you to master the tone of your instrument! Download it
now for only $2.99! It can be very daunting for any guitarist entering the electric guitar world for the first time to really know how the
tone works, and how the sound of their instrument can be manipulated by using all the different gear that exists. Rather than wasting
money and spending years of research trying to comprehend how all this works, with the help of this great guide you will in short-time
learn: The most important things about guitar amps - what they do, what are the different types, how they work, what they're good for,
what are their pro's and con's; so that from this point on you will understand guitar amplifiers and be able to choose the best one for
your playing needs. You will learn what are the different amp settings for controlling your tone, what do they do and how they're used;
this will allow you to dial in your tone by learning how to use amp's tone control settings. You will finally understand everything about
external effects and how can they be achieved by using equipment such as guitar pedals or stomp boxes. You will know how different
effects shape your tone thus allowing you to make your sound more expressive and unique. You will learn how to control the sound on
the guitar itself by using different pickup positions and volume and tone controls. And much more... Download this book today for only
$2.99!
“Everything you need to start confidently working on your own guitars is right here.” Learn how to do great guitar setups time and time
again with this easy to follow, step-by-step manual. With expert tips, clear instruction, and over 260 photos, you will gain the
understanding of how to fine-tune any guitar to play its best- with measurability and precision! Use the included cut-out tool templates
to broaden your skills. Makes an excellent starter book or reference for budding professionals. ***Now updated and expanded with
additional content including a section on restringing, neck shimming, scale length determination and new images! *** Included in the
book: An 8-step method for electric, acoustic & bass guitar setups How to adjust neck relief (bow) for optimum playability How to adjust
string height for your playing style and guitar type How to file nut slots, adjust pickup height and set the intonation accurately How to
adjust Fender-style tremolo's, Gibson hard-tails, Floyd Rose and other floating bridges How to adjust the saddle on your acoustic steel
string or nylon string guitar Manufacturer's setup specs for Fender, Gibson, Ibanez, Jackson, Gretsch and others Exclusive setup
specifications from the author's best playing guitars & basses Cut-out templates for radius gauges, under-string radius gauges & an
action ruler A handy measurement conversion chart & more! From your friends at www.Learn-GuitarSetups.com and the Guitar Setup
Pro App. What to expect: If you play electric guitar, acoustic guitar, classical guitar, or even play bass guitar, you can learn guitar set
up and maintenance for yourself with this top-selling guitar repair book. After years of successful workshops and group guitar setup
classes, led by the Canadian guitar tech & educator Jonny Blackwood, this guitar setup guide has been tweaked and refined to
simplistic perfection, in keeping true to the testament that less sometimes is more. After all, there are some excellent in-depth guitar
repair luthier books on the market, but that’s not what you’re after when you just want to lower the string height, adjust the truss rod,
and/or set the intonation. This book is written for beginners as an introduction to guitar setup and maintenance, for those who cannot
attend our guitar setup classes in person, and for those who want to understand their instrument inside and out. You will learn the
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methods of true pro guitar setups and the specifications used on numerous styles of guitars. The highlights in this book are simplicity,
clear instruction, lots of photographs and lots of examples/ specifications to try on different kinds of guitars. Use this book to gain an
edge and develop your skills with a great foundation. Use it for: · General guitar maintenance · Electric guitar setups · Acoustic guitar
setups · Classical guitar setups · Bass guitar setups These are some examples of the guitar setup tools you will require to do the
procedures outlined in the book: · guitar capo · guitar tuner · guitar setup gauge · guitar setup ruler · guitar setup straight edge
(optional) · guitar setup tool kit (optional) · guitar setup mat (optional) · under-string radius gauges (optional) Books available from the
author (paperback and digital editions): How to Setup Your Guitar Like A Pro: An Easy Guide for Beginners How to Build & Setup
Guitar Kits like a Pro: An Easy Guide for Bolt-on Neck Guitars How to Start and Run a Successful Guitar Repair Business: Practical Tips
for the New Entrepreneur
THIS IS THE ONLY WIRING GUIDE YOU WILL EVER NEED TO BUY. Learn step by step how to completely wire Telecaster,
Stratocaster, Esquire, and Les Paul guitars and all of the potentiometers, capacitors, switches, ground wires, hot wires, pickups, output
jack, and bridge ground. Even if you dont have a Fender or Gibson, this guide will teach you how to wire a guitar with 1, 2, or 3 pickups.
Also learn where you can get the complete wiring kits for dirt cheap, and learn essential soldering tips. Why not learn how to change
your pickups, tone or volume controls, switches, and capacitors yourself? There are a ton of modifications you can do to your guitar for
dirt cheap. This book will also show you some secret "hot rod" techniques that the pros use. This book will teach you how to do coil
tapping, coil cutting, phase switching, series wiring, parallel wiring, bridge-on switching, mini toggle switching, varitone switching,
mega switching, yamaha switching, blend pots, and much more !!!
Book Why have guitarists bought over seven million Boss compact effects? Read this book and you'll understand! The Boss Book
includes: the story in complete detail of every Boss compact effect ever made; super color photos, design history, trivia, tricks and
secrets; candid interviews with the Boss founder and design engineers; essays on musical trends and famous players; and much more.
As a bonus, the accompanying CD features 72 guitar sounds with control settings and detailed equipment set-ups so you can take your
guitar playing to another dimension! "I've used Boss pedals since their inception ... For me, Boss has always stood for simplicity,
reliability and great sounding, very high-quality effects." Jeff "Skunk" Baxter (Doobie Bros., Steely Dan)
The Boss Book
The Guitar Handbook
Customising Your Electric Guitar
A Guide for the First-Time Builder
How to Play Guitar
Occupational Outlook Handbook
"Everything you need to start confidently working on your own guitars is right here." Learn how to do great guitar setups
time and time again with this easy to follow, step-by-step manual. With expert tips, clear instruction over 100 photos, you
will gain the understanding on how to fine-tune your guitar to play it's best. Makes an excellent starter book or reference
for budding professionals. ***Now updated and expanded with additional content including a section on restringing, neck
shimming, scale length determination and new images!*** Included in the book: An 8 step method on setting up your
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electric or acoustic guitar How to adjust Fender style tremolo's, Gibson hard-tails, Floyd Rose and other floating bridge
types How to adjust the saddle on your acoustic steel string or nylon string guitar How to file nut slots Setup spec's for
electric, acoustic, classical and bass guitar Manufacturer's setup spec's from Fender, Gibson, Ibanez, Jackson, Gretsch and
others Exclusive setup specifications from the author's best playing guitars A handy measurement conversion chart
REVIEWS Praise for Jonny Blackwood: "I have related and referred to Jonny's guidance many times over the years and I
can truly say that I wouldn't have gotten very far without it." -Daryl Chonka, guitar tech for Randy Bachman (The Guess
Who & BTO), recording engineer, recording & performing artist "Everything you need to start confidently working on your
own guitars is right here." -Andrew deGroot, factory certified guitar tech and luthier, Stang Guitars "The importance of a
great setup can't be overstated. This is a perfect guide for those starting out in the craft, and a great general reference to
keep around. Jonny lays out all the info needed to setup your guitar like a pro, without any confusing clutter. You're in
great hands." -Cory Newman, Luthier, C.A. Newman Guitars "Jonny knows his stuff, does great work and is respectful to
those of us whose greatest guitar work will be performed in our own minds." -Scott McKeen, former city councillor of
Edmonton and journalist, The Edmonton Journal Books available from the author (paperback and kindle edition): How to
Setup Your Guitar Like A Pro: An Easy Guide for Beginners How to Build & Setup Guitar Kits like a Pro: An Easy Guide for
Bolt-on Neck Guitars How to Start and Run a Successful Guitar Repair Business: Practical Tips for the New Entrepreneur
In The Guitar Pick-Ups Handbook guitarist and author Dave Hunter explores the history of the transducer that captures
mechanical vibrations, from its beginnings in the early 20th century through to the present day.
In the past few years the market for electric guitar kits and parts has exploded. For every two enthusiasts, there are four
opinions on how properly to fill woodgrain. In this book, Will Kelly cuts through all that noise and shows how, with a little
patience and some inexpensive tools, the average person can turn a modest investment into a gig-worthy instrument and
perhaps even a lifelong hobby. Kelly presents guitar-building in a progressive fashion, beginning with a simple
Stratocaster-style kit with a bolt-on neck and continuing on to a "relic'd" Telecaster-style build, two Gibson-style set-neck
models, and a custom double-neck mash-up. Because each build is more involved than the previous, the reader builds on
his or her skill set and acquires only the tools necessary for the reader's level of interest. Kelly shows how to apply
finishes, choose and install hardware, wire electronics, execute the final assembly, and set up the finished guitar for
proper action and intonation.
This is a comprehensive book on vintage guitar effects with illustrations and color plates.
Guitar Player Repair Guide
The Unorthodox Guitar
An Illustrated History
Electronic Projects for Musicians
Electric Guitar Amplifier Handbook
Analog Man's Guide to Vintage Effects
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Profiles famous guitarists, shows how guitars are constructed and repaired, and offers advice on learning to play and take care of a guitar
In a glorious retrospective of the electric guitar's forty-year history, this strikingly illustrated volume depicts fine examples of key guitars, each
profiled and beautifully photographed to capture their individual designs and characters. In addition to covering such pioneering models as the
Gibson ES150 and classics like the Stratocaster, Telecaster, and Les Paul, the book offers information on, and photographs of, the newest generation
of designs from such master craftsmen as Paul Reed Smith and Ned Steinberger.
Learn step by step how to completely wire a Gibson or Epiphone Les Paul and all of the potentiometers, capacitors, switches, ground wires, hot wires,
pickups, output jack, and bridge ground. Even if you dont own a Gibson, this guide will teach you how to wire a Les Paul style guitar with 1, 2, or 3
pickups. This book will also show you the secret "hot rod" techniques that the pros use on their Les Pauls like: coil cutting, phase switching, series
wiring, parallel wiring, pickup-on switching, toggle switching, mini toggle switching, varitone switching, rotary switching, blend pots, push pull pots,
stacked concentric pots, and much more. Plus, you will learn everything you've ever wanted to know about 4-wire humbuckers and active pickups.
This book is printed in black and white. A full color ebook is also included.
Beginner's Guide to Electric Guitar is all you need to start playing electric guitar. With an easy-to-understand and down-to-earth tone, this book gets
to the important stuff first and doesn't bog you down with all the details. Learn all about the different types of electric guitars, amplifiers, and
effects, and learn how to play like Led Zeppelin, The White Stripes, Black Sabbath, Pink Floyd, Green Day, Metallica, Nirvana, Rage Against the
Machine, Jimi Hendrix, AC/DC, Alice in Chains, and more. To keep things simple, the music examples are written in TAB only and are designed to
get you playing quickly---from riffs on a single string to power chords, pentatonic scales, and tunes in drop-D tuning. The accompanying CD
features a full band to play along with.
Guitar Amps & Effects For Dummies
The Ultimate Guide to the World's Most Popular Compact Effects for Guitar
A Guide to Alternative Performance Practice
Learn How To Build A Bolt-On Neck Electric Guitar With Simple Guide: Bolt On Neck Guitars
Electronics for Guitarists
The Complete Guide to Guitar and Amp Maintenance

Covers set-up, maintenance, tuners, acoustic adjustments, nut replacement, fret dressing, refretting,
guitar electronics, finish application and repair, and useful tools
This book is written for the guitarist that would like to know how transistor and vacuum tube-based
amplifiers, and how various circuits effects work. The main thrust of the material is old school analog
circuitry, including heavy coverage of discrete transistors and diodes, classical filter circuits, and vacuum
tube-based amplifiers. This book should be useful to electronics hobbyists, technologists and engineers
that are interested in guitar-related applications.
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Shows how to build a preamp, ring modulator, phase shifter, and other electronic musical devices and
provides a basic introduction to working with electronic components
Are you ready to design the ax of your dreams? Unlike other DIY guitar making sources (which deal with
woodworking, mostly) this book focuses on how to achieve astonishing looks, excellent playability and a
killer sound. Written collaboratively with top luthiers from the U.S. and Europe, this inspiring book covers
in depth each aspect of electric guitar design, plus topics not found on other sources, like: - How to design
a classic, how to design a radical - Thousand-year wisdom applied on Stratocasters and Les Pauls - Secrets
of sustain - How to create a well balancing guitar - Ergonomics - How to choose, match and place pickups Control design - The 4 laws of wood selection ... And much more. These 220 pages will have you making
sketches from the first read!
A Complete Beginner's Guide to Understanding Guitar Effects and the Gear Used for Electric Guitar
Playing & How to Master Your Tone on Guitar
The Electric Guitar Handbook
Gear, Technique, and Tons of Riffs
Electric Guitar Gear
Electric Guitar Construction
How to Build Electric Guitars
(Guitar). Q.: What on earth would make someone want to build an electric guitar from scratch? Can't you just buy one cheaper? A.: Well sure,
but with this definitive book on the subject as your guide, you can create your own axe masterpiece, with the precise finish, the exact pickups,
and the custom hardware you've always wanted. Plus, you'll have the indescribable satisfaction of knowing you created something cool out of
nothing. And that sure beats buying off the rack! Organized logically from start to finish, this helpful guide will assist you every step of the
way; from the design and planning stage to the final setup, each step in the process is written about in abundant detail, with hundreds of
photographs, and special full-color sections on wood selection and finishing. Also includes a glossary of terms, an index of materials
suppliers, and much more!
(Book). It's a golden age for guitar effects pedal users and makers right now, with over 40 years of design experience and musical
experimentation to draw on. Your choice includes the original, pioneering "vintage" models, or souped-up "clones" from more contemporary
designers. Dave Hunter spells out the pros and cons of both in this uniquely comprehensive guide. In a guitarist-friendly style, the book
explores: what each type of effect does * how pedals work * the best order to connect pedals * and how to make the most of the pedals you
have. Also includes exclusive interviews revealing eight top pedal makers' radically diverse approaches to building effects.
This all-color, fully illustrated practical book brings the unique Haynes ‘Build your own’ approach to a new audience. Comprehensive step-bystep procedures show both novice and experienced guitarists how to build their very own unique, high-spec custom S-type instrument, tailorPage 5/10
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made for their needs, for far less than the cost of buying a factory-built equivalent. Various body, neck and hardware options are covered to
suit all requirements, along with advice on how to build a guitar to give the desired sound. Details of fine-tuning, along with set-up advice,
helps to ensure that the finished guitar will be a joy to own and play
Backbeat's successful Handbook format applied to the world's most popular instrument. The Electric Guitar Handbook is the latest entry in
Backbeat's best-selling handbook series combining a two-part book and audio tracks. Part one of the book examines how different types of
electric guitars are made and why varying construction methods influence the way guitars sound. It also looks at the role of various pieces of
guitar hardware including pick-ups tremolo set-ups and bridges. Part two is a comprehensive user-friendly course in playing the electric guitar
from the basics of posture and hand positioning to music and tab reading and advanced performance. Newly written exercises
presented in
the book and also the accompanying audio
take the learner through each step in the process covering styles including rock country blues
soul/funk indie/alternative and metal. Author Rod Fogg also offers practical advice on everything from simple scales to complex chords
alongside short features introducing key performers and styles.
The Electric Guitar
Electric Guitar and Bass Guitar
Building Electric Guitars
The New Gibson Les Paul and Epiphone Wiring Diagrams Book
Guitar Electronics Understanding Wiring

Play the Guitar and Be the Life of the Party! Click the READ MORE button to start your guitar adventure! Inside How to
Play the Guitar, you’ll discover how fun and easy it is to make music! This multi-media teaching guide even includes
special play-along audio clips. With these step-by-step recordings, you can listen and play all the chords and music
examples in this book! From your first lessons in the Em, Am, C, G, and D chords, you’ll enjoy the many sounds of this
versatile and popular instrument. You’ll find out how easy it is to pluck, pick, strum, and rock out on the guitar! With
this Guide Book, You Can: Play Your First Chords on the Guitar Learn Single-Note Guitar Melodies Tune your Guitar
with the 5th Fret (and 4th Fret) Tricks Discover the Various Parts of the Guitar Use Guitar Lingo Like a Pro Decide
which Guitar to Purchase First and Learn a Little Guitar History It’s fun and easy to play the guitar. With a little time
each day, you can master this beloved instrument and express yourself in song! You’ll even get a special bonus
section listing famous guitarists across many styles. This book helps you meet new guitar legends across all genres:
Blues Country Classical Flamenco Fingerstyle Folk Jazz Metal and Rock Don’t miss out on this chance to play this
popular and exciting instrument. Get your copy of How to Play Guitar right now! You can order in a flash – Just scroll
up and click the BUY NOW WITH ONE CLICK button on the right-hand side of your screen.
Aiming to take the mystery out of guitar making, this comprehensive book includes step-by-step colour photographs,
diagrams and clear instructions for each procedure. Containing information on design, wood selection, hardware, tools
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and techniques, it allows you to select almost every element to create your own instrument.
(Book). From the author of Amps! comes an essential survival guide for every guitar player and amp owner. Packed
with concise, clearly written tips on troubleshooting and repairs, this guide teaches the secrets of maintenance and
fixing it yourself, with straightforward, step-by-step instructions using simple, affordable, readily available tools. The
book focuses on the most commonly performed procedures, and contains over 150 photos and insider information
from technicians, engineers, and roadies.
A comprehensive guide with easy-to-follow diagrams and step-by-step instructions. All you need to know about how to
turn your guitar into a unique and personal instrument.
Modern Guitar Rigs
How to Make Your Electric Guitar Play Great!
The Guitar Pickup Handbook
The Tone Fanatic's Guide to Integrating Amps and Effects
Fender 75 Years
Beginner Intermediate and Advanced Hot Rod Techniques for Guitar a Fender Stratocaster Wiring Guide
Gorgeously illustrated and authoritatively written, Fender 75 Years is the officially licensed celebration of the legendary brand's landmark
anniversary, covering all of Fender's iconic guitars, amps, and basses.
For the absolute musical beginner.
Learn the secrets to achieving your ultimate sound Whether amateur or pro, guitarists live for the ultimate sound. Guitar Amps & Effects
For Dummies provides the information and instruction you need to discover that sound and make it your own! Written in the
characteristically easy-to-read Dummies style, this book is ideal for beginners and experienced musicians alike, and can help all players
expand their skill set with effects. Guitarists tend to be gearheads when it comes to sound, and this book provides guidance on topics
ranging from the guitar itself to amps, pedals, and other sound technology. Amps and effects are the unsung heroes of guitar music. While
most people recognize the more psychedelic effects, many don't realize that effects are often responsible for the unique quality of tone that
can become a musician's trademark. Certain effects work on the volume or signal level, others work on the environment, and still others
work on the bass and treble content. Guitar Amps & Effects For Dummies covers them all, and shows how effects can not only add
something extra, but also "fix" problematic areas. Topics include: Gain-based effects, like distortion, compression, volume pedals, and
gates Tone-based effects, including graphic and parametric EQ, and the wah-wah pedal Modulation effects, like the flanger, phase shifter,
and tremolo Ambience effects, including reverb and delay The journey to incredible guitar music never ends. No matter how experienced
you are with a guitar, there is always room for improvement to your tone and sound. Whether you're looking for the sound of angels or
thunder, Guitar Amps & Effects For Dummies will help you achieve the music you hear in your dreams.
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Tipbooks are handy, accessible, thorough and convenient reference guides giving musicians everything they want to know about their
instruments - and nothing they don't! They are written in collaboration with and proofread by musicians, teachers, technicians and other
experts, and are ideal for beginners, students and advanced players. Features include: the instrument in bird's-eye view * lessons, teachers
and practicing * dozens of clear illustrations * selecting and play-testing the instrument * a glossary - and all jargon explained * basic
background information * price indications * the history and the family of the instrument * and more. As a bonus, special Tipcodes
throughout the books give you access to much additional information (short movies, soundtracks, photos and more) at www.tipbook.com!
The Electric Guitar and Bass Tipbook covers choosing and buying guitars and basses; brands; selecting, cleaning and changing strings;
tuning; maintenance; accessories and more. "A wealth of information in a very compact form." (Guitar Digest)
The Rough Guide to Electric Guitar & Bass Guitar
Guitar Kit Assembly Tutorial
The Complete Guide to Building and Setting Up Your Own Custom Guitar
A Complete Course in Modern Technique and Styles
How to Set Up, Maintain, and Repair Electrics and Acoustics
A Beginner’s Guide to Learn How To Play The Guitar, Read Music, and Much More
Covers set-up, maintenance, tuners, acoustic adjustments, nut replacement, fret dressing, refretting, guitar
electronics, finish application and repair, and useful tools.
The first choice of aspiring guitar makers for more than 30 years For some, it is not enough to buy a guitar--the
challenge of designing and hand-making a unique, customized instrument is the dream. Since 1986, these
people have turned to one book: Make Your Own Electric Guitar. Written in a clear, relaxed style, it covers every
facet of guitar design and construction, as well as electronic theory and practice, and full woodworking and
wiring techniques--all supported with plenty of photos and diagrams. Now in a revised and expanded third
edition, Make Your Own Electric Guitar will enable any musician or enthusiast with basic woodworking skills to
create a uniquely valuable instrument.
The "bolt-on" method is used frequently on solid-body electric guitars and acoustic flattop guitars. In the typical
electric guitar neck joint, the body and neck cross in the horizontal plane, the neck is inserted in a pre-routed
"pocket" in the body, and they are joined using four or sometimes three (rarely, five or more) screws. Learn how
to build a bolt-on neck electric guitar (or bass) with simple instructions and over 130 photos. You will gain the
understanding needed to assemble and set up guitar kits with great results! Included in the book: -A 9-step
method on assembling bolt-on style guitars -Tips and tricks to save you time and headaches -Guidance on
sanding, finishing & more -Proper soldering technique explained -Scale length explained -Guitar electronics
explained -How to effectively shield the instrument -Popular wiring modification suggestions -Online wiring and
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setup methods from Fender guitars and others -Simple guitar setup instructions for strat and tele-style guitars
-How to restring the guitar properly -How to adjust truss rods for optimal neck bow -How to shim necks and
adjust neck tilt -How to adjust bridge angle on tremolo equipped guitars -How to adjust intonation -How to file
nut slots and more!
IF YOU OWN A STRAT, THEN YOU NEED THIS BOOK! Learn step by step how to completely wire a Stratocaster and
all of the potentiometers, capacitors, switches, ground wires, hot wires, pickups, output jack, and bridge
ground. Even if you dont own a Fender, this guide will teach you how to wire a guitar with 1, 2, or 3 pickups.
There are a ton of modifications you can do to your guitar for dirt cheap. This book will also show you some
secret "hot rod" techniques that the pros use like: coil tapping, coil cutting, phase switching, series wiring,
parallel wiring, bridge-on switching, toggle switching, mini toggle switching, varitone switching, mega
switching, super switching, rotary switching, treble boost/solo switching, blend pots, push pull pots, stacked
concentric pots, and much more !!! Plus you will learn everything you've ever wanted to know about 4-wire
humbuckers that can fit into your standard strat pickguard. Also includes audio files of the hot rod techniques.
Guitar Looping - The Creative Guide
Build Your Own Electric Guitar
How to Setup Your Guitar Like a Pro
Guitar Effects Pedals - the Practical Handbook
How to Setup Your Guitar Like a Pro (Colour Photo Edition)
The Beginner's Guide to Electric Guitar
"Explains step by step, with almost 600 photos and more than 100 illustrations, how to build an electric
guitar"--Back cover.
Guitar Electronics Understanding WiringLulu.com
An illustrated guide for contemporary guitarists looking to build pro-level rigs includes coverage of
topics ranging from rack gear and amp setups to signal splitting and recording tools. Original.
The Unorthodox Guitar: A Guide to Alternative Performance Practice is a comprehensive resource for
experimentally minded guitarists and composers wishing to write for or perform on the instrument in new
ways. The book focuses primarily on unconventional approaches to guitar performance, which include
alternative tunings, extended techniques, instrumental preparations, electronic augmentations, and
issues related to performing and recording with a computer. Embracing all guitar types-nylon, steelstring acoustic, and electric-techniques and examples are culled from a broad range of musical genres,
including blues, contemporary classical, country, folk, jazz, rock, and non-Western idioms. While the
writing offers a treasure trove of possibilities for experimental improvisation, it is oriented towards
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formal composition, and to that end details the controllable dimensions of the techniques and
preparations at hand, along with strategies that might be adopted to notate them. Conventional guitar
amplifiers, effect pedals, and pedalboards are examined, along with a discussion of analog signal
chains, rig design, and best practices for the preservation of tone. In addition, possibilities afforded
by the addition of a computer to the guitar rig are explored, including signal processing, sensor
augmentation, and score following. The writing is paired with a companion website that contains an
abundance of audio, video, and software materials to supplement the ideas presented. This information is
intended to serve as a guide, reference, and source of inspiration for those wishing to compose and/or
perform on the instrument in innovative ways.
The Best Guide to Your Instrument
An Easy Guide for Beginners
The Start of Your Sound
How to Wire and Hot Rod Your Guitar
The Guitar Or Bass of Your Dreams, from the First Draft to the Full Plan
Electric Guitar and Bass Design
Newly revised and updated, this do-it-yourself primer for owning and maintaining an electric guitar covers a vast array of
essential information, including choosing the right guitar, personalizing and improving on a "factory setup," basic guitar
electronics, troubleshooting and much more. Original.
Guitar looping, the creative guide is here to answer your questions and teach you countless ways to make music with your
looper pedal.
Make Your Own Electric Guitar
How to Make Solid-Body, Hollow-Body and Semi-Acoustic Electric Guitars and Bass Guitars
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